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Instruction
Mega Jack ver.30.25m (modernized, build 2_9 init)
Unofficial version with possibility of adjustment of percentage

Description
The version of 30.25m works with all versions of
Dallas firmware on the platforms of Pluto5, Pluto5 IV. It
developed for correcting percentage of Slot games of
program Mega Jack and doesn’t influence on the process of
game on Pokers. At the use of this version, any processor
command sent from Dallas DS5000T to make HiWIN combination
ignored! Consequently, the program can be used as a
variant of protecting from introduction of activation and
Dallas Bug firmware. In any case Dallas and ROMs U1&U2
(U44&U45) is recommended to stopping by stickers.
The version of 30.25m without a controller is not
capable of working! If a controller is defective, not
correctly adjusted or absents, - on entering any slot game program will
reboot.
In the version of 30.25m (Build 2_9init) by replacing the ROM to
any other fee is initialized, reset the Network Jackpot Node, blocking
the game. These are protected from bugs installed firmware, eliminating
the possibility of fraud on the implementation of unauthorized winnings.
But in spite of all the envisaged protection circuits EPROM1 (U1),
EPROM2 (U2) and Dallas is recommended to seal.

Principle of work
Board with flashes version 30.25m works in three modes. The mode gets
out position of bridge-jumper on a controller. The table of setting of
the MODES is resulted below:
Назначение
Switches
Mode 1 (Scrooge) prohibits many "strong"
combinations. It turns out an average of
54-65% percent return.
Mode 2 (Percentage, alternately uses a
greedy algorithm or the original) operates
on a cycle of 65% to 94%.* The average
rate of return of 65-70%.
Mode 3 (mode of the original game v.
30.25; Original) cuts off only a 5character play through a combination of $
e and Dragons. Issued by the percentage
of 75-85%.
Numeration of positions of jumper is considered from left to the right.
*
In the basic version of the controller flashed with percentages 65% -94%. On demand, this modes
can be changed.
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Description of replacement of version.
Subject replacement to the version 30.21, 30.25, 30.50 (on FPGA
16406). For setting of version of 30.25m you must have ROM with flashed
on them version of 30.25m and controller.
Installing new version:
1. To ascertain, that the current version of the program corresponds
listed above and that a version is writtenin on two ROMA
(sometimes them four).
2. To turn off Power Unit, take off a feed from a board.
3. Neatly, through extractor of microchips to take off ROM U1 and U2
from an overhead video-board (for the Pluto5 Calipso) or
U44[Eprom-2] and U45[Eprom-1] (for thePluto5 IV).
4. Put ROM of M27c322, with flashed on them ver. of 30.25m. For the
Pluto5 Calipso – on a videoboard according to marking of U1 and
U2. For the Pluto5 IV – U1>u45[Eprom-1], U2>u44[Eprom-2].
5. Set a controller in the socket of Rs232 port. For the Pluto5
Calipso – near TAPA board (with Dallas), Rs232 P1, by jumpers
outside. For the Pluto5 IV – next to the socket of PWR, Rs232 A,
by jumpers outside.
6. Energise the board, Power ON the Power Unit
7. Set on the long book-keeping of OWNER under a password 10033 (here
and further the standard passwords of ver.30.21,30.25,30.50 will
be resulted). Enter in to the point of PREF>Game Setup, in to the
bottom point of Initialize Machine.
ATTENTION!!! All previous settings
will be cleared to the default values, if you with them are not
acquainted or does not remember them, recommend all points of Game
setup, Credit and bets, Jackpot setup, Games selector and Hoppers
and coin to save!!!
Retain Start, enter a password 3222. There is initializing of
board. After it enter at each of points of Game setup, Credit and
bets, Jackpot setup, Games selector and Hoppers and coin and
restore necessary values. Enter in the point of OWNER>Owner
IN/OUT. Clear it withholding of the button Hold1, under a password
4445. This clearing is required in an order to start from zero
values to the statistician TotalWIN (summary
slots)/TotalBet(summary slots), which is visible in the point of
PREF>Slot statistic. In this point leafing over all pages of games
of «Slot-o-pol» «Champagne Party» «Slot-o-pol Delux» «Aztec Gold» and
added a value on the contrary SLOT = xxx%, it is possible to know,
at what level Totalwin/ Totalbet is in present moment.
8. Set the Jumper of controller in required Mode
9. After restarting and load of program enter a game.
10. Seal the ROMs by stickers.
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Reaction of controller on changing of the modes:
1. At choice of the mode of Scrooge or Original, a controller
accordingly behaves simply.
2. At changing of the mode of Scrooge on the mode of Percentage, program
will go toward diminishing of percent.
3. At changing of the mode of Original on the mode of Percentage,
program above go toward the increase of percent.

Additions
(in pictures with expls)
Original appearance of
Pluto5 Calipso, with the
installed version of
30.25m and controller.

Original appearance of
controller on the Pluto5
Calipso.
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Original appearance of
Pluto5 IV, with the
installed version of
30.25m and controller.

Original appearance of
controller on the Pluto5
IV.
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